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Continuous Subjective Rating of Perceived Motion
Incongruence During Driving Simulation
Diane Cleij, Joost Venrooij, Member, IEEE, Paolo Pretto, Daan M. Pool, Member, IEEE,

Max Mulder, Member, IEEE, and Heinrich H. Bülthoff, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Motion cueing algorithms are used in motion simula-
tion to map the inertial vehicle motion onto the limited simulator
motion space. This mapping causes mismatches between the unre-
stricted visual motion and the constrained inertial motion, which
results in perceived motion incongruence (PMI). It is still largely
unknown what exactly causes visual and inertial motion in a sim-
ulator to be perceived as incongruent. Current methods for mea-
suring motion incongruence during motion simulation result in
time-invariant measures of the overall incongruence, which makes
it difficult to determine the relevance of the individual and short-
duration mismatches between visual and inertial motion cues. In
this paper, a novel method is presented to subjectively measure
the time-varying PMI continuously throughout a simulation. The
method is analyzed for reliability and validity of its measurements,
as well as for its applicability in relating physical short-duration
cueing errors to PMI. The analysis shows that the method is reli-
able and that the results can be used to obtain a deeper insight into
the formation of motion incongruence during driving simulation.

Index Terms—Cueing, human factors, perception, simulation,
simulator validation, virtual reality.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION-BASED vehicle simulators are used for a wide
variety of applications. They are an increasingly impor-

tant tool for training, research, and vehicle system development
in both car [1] and aerospace industries [2]. However, one of
the main challenges in motion-based simulation is to cope with
the typically limited workspace of the simulator. To map the
vehicle inertial motions onto the simulator motion space, a mo-
tion cueing algorithm (MCA) is used [3]. As the simulator mo-
tion space typically is much smaller than the vehicle motion
space, this process inherently results in motion mismatches: dif-
ferences between the unconstrained visual and the constrained
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inertial motion cues. These mismatches result in a decrease of
simulator motion fidelity and unrealistic simulations [4].

For motion simulation fidelity, a distinction is made between
physical and perceptual motion fidelity [5]. Physical fidelity is
defined as the match between objectively measured motion cues
in the simulator and in the vehicle. Perceptual fidelity is defined
as the match between simulator and vehicle motion cues as
perceived by the human. The main reason for using a vehicle
simulator is not to replicate the physical vehicle motions, but
rather replicate the human perception of these motions [6]. van
der Steen [7] investigated the effect of physical incongruence
between visual and inertial motion on the perceived realism of
the combined motion in a passive flight simulation. He intro-
duced the term coherence zone for the range of inertial motion
amplitudes that were still perceived as coherent with a given
visual motion amplitude. In [8], the effect of motion frequency
on these coherence zones in passive flight simulation is investi-
gated and in [9] the term phase coherence zone is introduced as
the range of phase shifts for which inertial and visual motion are
still perceived as realistic. As in real vehicles, where all motion
stimuli are congruent, motion simulators should provide iner-
tial motions that are within these coherence zones. If this is not
possible, at least the perceived incongruence between different
motion stimuli should be minimal. The current study therefor
focuses on measuring any, linear or nonlinear, incongruence be-
tween visual and inertial motion that is perceived in a passive
vehicle simulation. The degree to which this incongruence re-
sults in unrealistic motion is hereby called the perceived motion
incongruence (PMI).

To improve motion cueing, we need to understand how this
PMI is related to the physical motion mismatches presented in
the simulator. Currently, there are methods to directly or indi-
rectly measure PMI, but they only provide time-invariant overall
results. These discrete results can be used to quantify and com-
pare the overall quality of an MCA, but cannot be correlated to
the time-varying short-duration motion mismatches. It therefore
remains unclear which motion mismatches are responsible for
the overall PMI. A time-varying measure of PMI, which can be
correlated to these mismatches, is therefore needed. Relevant
motion mismatches can then be identified and, eventually, min-
imized. Besides being instrumental to improve motion cueing,
such a measure can also be used to gain a better understanding
of human motion perception.

Perceptual fidelity is measured using human-in-the-loop ex-
periments. During these experiments, participants are usually
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subjected to vehicle simulations using different MCA tunings.
This fidelity can currently be measured directly via question-
naires or subjective ratings on the MCA quality. In [10], in-
formation on MCA quality during car motion simulation was
obtained via questionnaires after each simulation run and over-
all MCA quality ratings at the end of the experiment. In [11], the
simulation fidelity rating scale together with an overall motion
fidelity rating was used to subjectively rate the motion fidelity of
a helicopter motion simulation for different MCAs. In both the
cases, the only time-varying information of MCA quality was
obtained via questionnaires on specific parts of the simulation.
In [12], an offline rating (OR) method based on magnitude esti-
mation with cross-modality matching was developed and used
to detect differences between MCAs during car motion simula-
tion. The MCA rating results obtained in these studies are time
invariant and thus cannot be easily correlated with the time-
varying motion mismatches. Direct objective and time-varying
measures of PMI could possibly be done via physiological mea-
sures. Currently though only physiological measures related to
motion sickness, a possible effect of sustained or extreme PMI,
have been found. Physiological measures such as heart rate and
skin temperature were measured and compared with the con-
tinuously rated subjective estimate of discomfort during a car
simulation in [13], whereas in [14] similar physiological mea-
sures during a driving and flying simulation were compared to
ORs of motion sickness. Instead of direct measurements, objec-
tive indirect measurements of PMI can be attained by observing
the induced control behavior for different MCAs. In [15], dif-
ferent MCAs were analyzed based on objective measures such
as overall control activity and tracking performance throughout
an active driving simulation, whereas in [16] similar measure-
ments during a flight simulation were used to determine the
effect of heave washout filter settings on the parameters of a
pilot model. To understand which differences in control behav-
ior indicate a “better” MCA, in [17] and [18] control behavior
in a simulator for different MCAs is compared to real in-flight
and in-vehicle recordings, respectively. In [19], the effect of
time-varying filter gains on pilot control model parameters is in-
vestigated. However, the changes in control behavior described
by both time-invariant and time-variant models currently avail-
able do not have the temporal resolution needed to identify the
relevant short-duration motion mismatches.

This paper therefore presents a novel subjective measure-
ment method, which allows for measurement of the time-varying
PMI continuously during a vehicle simulation (first described
in [20]). The method is based on continuous subjective rating
used in other research fields, such as a three-dimensional (3-D)
television [21]. The validation of the novel method is done by
analyzing the results of a human-in-the-loop experiment, where
continuous rating (CR) of PMI was performed in a motion-based
simulator during a passive driving simulation. First, the mea-
surements are tested for reliability and validity. Subsequently,
the applicability of this method is analyzed to determine if rele-
vant short-duration motion mismatches can indeed be identified
from the measured PMI. More information on the method and
the validation process is given in Section II. Section III describes
the experiment setup, whereas the results with respect to relia-
bility, validity, and applicability of the method are presented in

Section IV. A discussion of these results and the corresponding
conclusions are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. CR METHOD

A. Background

CR refers to an online subjective rating, based on the method
of magnitude estimation [22]. This method allows for the mea-
surement of the perceived intensity of any physical stimulus. In
the more traditional OR method, the observer provides a single
rating (magnitude) to a certain property of the sensory stimulus
via a dedicated rating interface. In the CR method, the observer
is asked to provide this rating continuously throughout the sen-
sory stimulus, resulting in a rating that varies over time. In the
field of 2-D/3-D television, CR methods are used to assess video
quality by rating the visual stimuli on visual comfort. In [23],
this method is used to relate the measured visual comfort to dis-
parity and motion, whereas in [24] the influence of 3-D video
properties, such as perceived depth, on the feeling of presence is
rated. In the field of music analysis, CR is also used. In [25], the
method is used to measure the predictability of music over time,
whereas in [26] a CR method is used to relate levels of emotion
to specific aspects of music. Finally, in [27] and [28], a CR
method is used to gauge strain and workload in, respectively, a
motion-based and a fixed-based driving simulator, continuously.

B. Procedure

The proposed rating method is based on the rating methods
described above and used to measure PMI during a passive
vehicle motion simulation in a motion-based simulator. The
participants thus did not use the steering wheel or pedals, but
were instead asked to continuously rate the PMI. The resulting
motion incongruence rating (MIR) is a measure for the perceived
incongruence between visual and inertial motion cues presented
in the simulator.

The CR is performed using a dedicated rating interface, as
shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a rotary knob to express the rating
and a rating bar displayed on the screen, serving as visual feed-
back on the current rating. A maximum rating of one is given
by turning the rotary knob fully to the right and this will result
in a fully colored rating bar. A minimum rating of zero, given
by turning the knob fully to the left, will result in a fully black
rating bar. The method makes use of simulation trials: vehicle
simulations of maneuvers of interest, each of which includes the
complete range of motion incongruence that will be presented
during a specific experiment. In the experiment described in
this paper, the simulation trials all consist of the same segments,
combinations of maneuver and MCA, but ordered differently for
each trial. To anchor both ends of the rating scale, participants
are instructed to provide the minimum rating of zero when no
motion incongruence is perceived. When motion incongruence
is perceived, the rating should increase proportional to the in-
congruence intensity, with the maximum rating anchored at the
highest incongruence perceived during the simulation trial.

Participants can only use such a rating scale properly, if the
maximum incongruence during the experiment is known. The
complete range of motion incongruence presented during an
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Fig. 1. Rating interface consisting of a rating device and a rating bar.

experiment thus should be observed at least once, before a
proper rating can be performed. Therefore, participants first
receive training that consists of two procedures: rating interface
training and congruence range training, based on [29], and [23]
and [24], respectively. During the rating interface training, par-
ticipants familiarize themselves with the rating interface via a
simple control task, where they are asked to follow a second
automatically adjusted rating bar. Subsequently, in the congru-
ence range training, the participants familiarize themselves with
the full range of motion incongruence that can occur during the
experiment. They also familiarize themselves with the task of
rating this incongruence continuously. To this end, participants
are instructed to continuously rate the motion incongruence dur-
ing a simulation trial. The training is repeated several times to
check if the participant can provide a consistent rating. At the
end of this training, the participants thus should have learned
to use the full range of the rating bar, i.e., when no motion
incongruence is felt, it provides a rating of zero and when the
maximum motion incongruence during the simulation trial is
felt, it provides a rating of one.

In the measurement part of the experiment, participants are
asked to continuously rate the motion incongruence in a simu-
lation trial, using the rating interface. For verification of consis-
tency of the rating, this procedure is repeated three times.

During the experiment described here, a second measurement,
a retrospective OR, was done. For this OR, the simulation trial is
split into several smaller segments. After observing a segment,
participants are asked to provide one overall rating of the PMI
during this segment using again the rating interface shown in
Fig. 1. This OR method is commonly used to measure MCA
quality [10], [11], [18] and is here assumed to be an accepted
measure of PMI.

Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the human subject during the CR of PMI
in a simulator.

C. Measurements

To better understand what is measured with the CR method,
a simplified block diagram of the human subject during the CR
task is shown in Fig. 2.

This diagram shows that the sensory input (SI), generated
by the simulator motion and visualization systems during the
simulation trial, is processed by the human perceptual system
(PS) into, among other signals, the PMI. Here, the subjects use
their response system (RS) to translate the PMI into a continuous
MIR. The latter is the CR data obtained during the experiment.
When using the block diagram for the OR task mentioned above,
the RS will yield a time-invariant rating, the offline MIR.

D. Validation

The most important properties of a measurement method are
reliability and validity of the measurements [30]. The main
advantage of this measurement method, in particular, is the
possibility to correlate the various physical motion mismatches
to the measured MIR. In the following paragraphs, the validation
process and the applicability of the method in finding these
correlations are further explained.

1) Reliability: To validate the novel measurement method,
the results need to show that participants gave consistent rat-
ings. The reliability analysis will determine within-subject con-
sistency by comparing the three consecutive ratings of the same
simulation trial by the same participant. The between-subject
reliability analysis will be done by comparing all mean CRs
across participants. The reliability estimate Cronbach’s Alpha
[31] is calculated in both cases. This parameter measures inter-
nal consistency and serves as a metric for the expected correla-
tion between the ratings. A value of 0.7 or higher is generally
considered to reflect acceptable reliability [32].

2) Validity: In addition to reliability, the CR method should
also provide a valid measure of PMI. One way of analyzing
this validity is to compare the continuous MIR to a generally
accepted measure of PMI. The continuous MIR will therefore
be compared to the offline MIR introduced in Section II-B. To
pass the validity test, the continuous MIR should show a sig-
nificant correlation with the offline MIR per segment. For this
correlation calculation, the continuous MIR, containing mea-
surements for each time step, should be reduced to one value
per segment. The reduction method will be chosen based on the
measurement results and, for example, could include the mean
or the maximum MIR per segment. The resulting correlation co-
efficient between the offline and continuous MIR per segment
will be tested for significance [33]. The t-test used to calculate
the significance is shown in (1), where N is the amount of test
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of a model mimicking a human subject during the CR
of PMI in a simulator.

items and r the correlation coefficient

t =
r
√

N − 2√
1 − r2

. (1)

In this paper, it is assumed that the participants can use the visual
motion cues presented in the simulator, together with their real-
world driving experience, to derive the desired vehicle motion,
while the simulator motion is represented by the perceived iner-
tial motion cues generated by the motion platform. This means
that motion mismatches as defined previously can be repre-
sented by the difference between the desired vehicle motion and
obtained simulator motion. In the experiment, multiple MCAs
and maneuvers are used to generate specific physical motion
mismatches between the vehicle and the simulator in different
motion channels. It is hypothesized that if the continuous MIR
is indeed a valid measure of PMI, these motion mismatches
can be clearly identified from the continuous MIR. This second
validity check will be done via visual comparison of the mean
continuous MIR over all participants and the induced physical
motion mismatches.

3) Applicability: As mentioned in Section I, a major advan-
tage of this measurement method is that its results can be used
to obtain a deeper insight into the correlation between the SI
generated by the simulator and the PMI. Subsequently, this cor-
relation can be used to identify relevant short-duration motion
mismatches and, eventually, minimize them. For this purpose,
the block diagram of Fig. 2 is transformed into the model shown
in Fig. 3.

The measurement method provides a continuous MIR R(t),
which can be compared to the modeled continuous MIR R̃(t)
to provide insight into the correlation between SI and PMI.
As the model presented here is merely a first example of the
applicability of the measurement method, the models ˜PS and
˜RS will be kept simple and in accordance with the previous
literature.

In the field of motion simulation, SI S̃(t) is often described
as the specific force and rotational velocity in longitudinal (x),
lateral (y), and vertical (z) direction [4], which, for simplicity,
will also be done here. The perceptual system ˜PS translates these
SIs into motion mismatches that together form the PMI P̃ (t).
In the literature, these motion mismatches are often described
as the absolute difference between vehicle and simulator SIs
in individual degrees of freedom [34], [35], which will also be
used here. The PMI is then calculated as the weighted sum of
these motion mismatches, resulting in the perceptual system ˜PS
shown in Fig. 4.

The modeled response system ˜RS should account for certain
dynamics in the human rating process. In a previous research

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the PS model, when rating PMI in a motion simulator.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the rating system model when continuously rating
PMI in a motion simulator.

where a CR method was used for perceived positive emotion
[36] and melody predictability [25], the CR was found to be a
smoothed and delayed version of the expected signal. Hence, in
this paper, the continuous MIR is expected to be a smoothed and
delayed version of the PMI. Without available data to support an
explicit model, the response system ˜RS is modeled as a simple
moving average filter with a window length of N s. A constant C
is added to account for the nonzero minimum mean rating, due
to the spread between participants. The resulting rating system
model ˜RS is shown in Fig. 5.

Assuming these representations of S̃(t), ˜PS, and ˜RS, experi-
mental CR data R(t) can be used to, using linear least squares, fit
the model parameters: the 6× 1 motion mismatch weight vector
�W , the filter window length N, and the constant C. The resulting
model weights �W show the strength of the correlation between
a specific motion mismatch and PMI. The perceptual system
model PS can be used to minimize the motion mismatches,
by implementing it as a cost function in the optimization
algorithms for MCAs. The weight parameters of the simple
model described here ˜PS could for example be used to replace
the tuned weights in cost functions for MCA optimization based
on adaptive [34] or model predictive control [12] algorithms.

III. EXPERIMENT

An experiment was performed to investigate whether a CR
method can be used to measure time-varying PMI. For this
experiment, participants were exposed to a passive driving sim-
ulation in a motion-based simulator. During the simulation, dif-
ferent levels of motion incongruence were induced by varying
the simulator MCA settings for different maneuvers.

A. Independent Variables

The independent variables in this experiment were maneuver
(three levels) and MCA setting (three levels), which were all
embedded in a simulation trial, resulting in nine different sim-
ulation segments. The following maneuvers were used in the
simulation:
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal and lateral vehicle specific force for the three maneuvers.

1) CD: Curve Driving at 70 km/h, on a curve with a 257-m
radius and a 120◦ deflection angle;

2) BA: Braking from 70 km/h to full stop and again Accel-
erating to 70 km/h on a straight road;

3) BCDA: Braking from 70 to 50 km/h while entering the
curve, Curve Driving at 50 km/h and Accelerating again
to 70 km/h when exiting the curve, on a curve with a
131-m radius and a 120◦ deflection angle.

With these three maneuvers, the simulation consists of motion
incongruence in different motion channels. As shown in Fig. 6,
maneuvers CD and BA primarily affect the longitudinal (X)
and lateral (Y ) specific forces, respectively, whereas the BCDA
maneuver combines both forces.

The MCAs were all classical washout filters [37], which map
the vehicle specific force and rotational velocity vectors onto
the simulator workspace. These algorithms make use of mo-
tion washout, returning the simulator to a neutral position with
accelerations and rotations below human perception threshold,
and tilt-coordination, tilting of the simulator cabin to simulate
sustained acceleration. Tilt-rate limiting is applied to keep the
rotation rate below human perception thresholds, for which val-
ues of ∼3 deg/s are often used [38].

The washout filter parameters that serve as a basis for the three
MCAs used here were tuned to reproduce the above-mentioned
maneuver motions within simulator limits, while making maxi-
mum use of tilt-coordination and not applying scaling or tilt-rate
limiting. To induce specific motion mismatches, only the scaling
or the tilt-rate limiting parameters were adjusted, which resulted
in the following three MCAs:

1) MCAScal: Scaling
a) Motion scaling (gain = 0.6), which leads to scaling

and small rotational errors (<4 deg/s);
2) MCATRL : Tilt-rate limiting

a) Rotation rate limiting to 1 deg/s, which leads to
missing or false cues, and very small rotational
errors;

3) MCANL : No limiting
a) Neither tilt-rate limiting nor scaling is applied,

which leads to large rotational errors (<8 deg/s).
In Fig. 7, it can be seen that the vehicle motions for each ma-

neuver are shown together with the measured and commanded
simulator motions resulting from the use of different MCAs.

Fig. 7. Typical motion mismatches for three different MCAs during maneu-
vers (a) CD, (b) BA, and (c) BCDA. The figures show vehicle motion as calcu-
lated by CarSim (black line), the commanded simulator motion resulting from
the different MCAs (gray line), the motion that was measured in the simulator
(yellow line), and the mismatch between vehicle and commanded simulator
motion (light gray area).
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As the measured and commanded motions are very similar, the
physical motion mismatches are hereby defined as the differ-
ence between vehicle and commanded simulator motion and
are indicated with the light gray area in Fig. 7. The longitudinal
specific force and pitch rate for maneuver CD, as well as the
lateral specific force and roll rate for maneuver BA, are zero for
both vehicle and simulator motion and are not shown in Fig. 7.
A scaling error, visible in the specific force during the turn,
the acceleration, and the deceleration motions for MCAScal, is
caused by a constant gain between vehicle and simulator mo-
tion. A missing cue, visible in the specific force at the beginning
of these motions for MCATRL, is here defined as a simulator
motion that has a lower amplitude than the vehicle motion but,
unlike the scaling error, the gain between vehicle and simulator
motion is not constant over all frequencies. A false cue, visible in
the specific force at the end of these same motions for MCATRL

is similar to the missing cue, but here the variable motion gain
is greater than one. False cues can also refer to simulator motion
when no vehicle motion is present, such as the rotation errors
visible in all rotational velocity plots in Fig. 7.

B. Dependent Variables

The dependent variables were the continuous MIR throughout
the simulation trial, repeated three times, and the offline MIR
for each of the nine simulation segments.

C. Apparatus

The experiment was performed in the CyberMotion Simu-
lator at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics.
This dynamic simulator was developed to expand the limited
workspace and dexterity of traditional hexapod-based simula-
tors. It is an eight-degrees-of-freedom serial robot derived from
an industrial robot manipulator (Kuka GmbH, Germany), where
a six-axes industrial robot manipulator is mounted on a linear
rail and equipped with a motorized cabin at the end effector.
The cabin is equipped with two WUXGA (1920 × 1200 pix-
els) projectors (Eyevis, Germany) and interference filter stereo
projection system (Infitec GmbH, Germany), which provide up
to 160 × 90◦ field-of-view on the cabin inner side. The visuals
and vehicle inertial motions were generated using the simulation
software CarSim (Mechanical Simulation, USA). The rating in-
terface, shown in Fig. 1, consisted of a rotary knob (SensoDrive
GmbH, Germany) to express the rating and a rating bar rendered
on the dashboard of the virtual vehicle for visual feedback on
the current rating.

D. Participants

In total 16 participants, one female, aged between 22 and
38 years partook in the experiment. Their levels of simulator
experience ranged from no simulator experience (7), partici-
pated in simulator studies before (5), to motion cueing expert
(4), and all had a valid driving license.

E. Procedure and Instructions

Participants were first trained to use the rating interface and fa-
miliarize themselves with the simulation via the rating interface

and congruence range trainings as described in Section II-B. For
the congruence range training, two simulation trials were rated,
after which the within-subject consistency was visually checked
by the experimenter. If a low consistency was detected, a third
training trial was given. After a short break, the CR measure-
ment part started, where participants were asked to observe and
continuously rate three simulation trials, each including all nine
combinations of maneuvers and MCAs. After a second break,
the OR measurement part was started, where the participants
were asked to observe nine short simulation trials, containing
only one segment each, and provide one OR after each trial
using the rating interface. The same simulation segments were
used throughout the experiment.

The simulation trial used for the congruence range training
had a fixed segment order. The three trials used for the CR
measurements had a different segment order and were never
the same as the training trial. For the OR measurement part,
each trial always consisted of the same initial acceleration and
final deceleration and one of the nine segments, such that the
simulation always had a natural start and ending. The order of
these trials was randomized per participant. Per participant, the
experiment lasted approximately 2 h.

F. Hypothesis

It is hypothesized that the continuous MIR will show suf-
ficient consistency within- and between-subjects and that this
rating will significantly correlate with the corresponding ORs.
It is also hypothesized that the continuous MIR will show an
increase in motion incongruence during the physical motion
mismatches shown in Fig. 7. This in turn leads to the hypothesis
that a simple model, which makes use of these motion mis-
matches, described in Section II-D3, can explain a significant
portion of the motion incongruence measured with the CR.

IV. RESULTS

A. Reliability

As mentioned in Section II-D1, the reliability within- and
between-subjects is determined by Cronbach’s Alpha, using
each time step sample as a separate measurement. The within-
subjects reliability is calculated using the three simulation trial
repetitions. The raw rating data for each of these three simula-
tion trials from the first three participants are shown in Fig. 8.
As each simulation trial has a different sequence of the same
simulation segments, for comparison, the rating data for each
trial have been reordered to fit the same base sequence.

The rating data in Fig. 8 show that participants rated the three
trials consistently. The alpha for within-subject reliability had
a median across all participants of 0.771 and an interquartile
range between 0.727 and 0.897. Fig. 8 also shows that there is
variability between participants. For example, during the vehi-
cle acceleration and deceleration in maneuver BA for MCANL ,
which causes rotation rate mismatches, participant 1 rated the
motion as being much more incongruent than participant 2.
This difference, which is also visible in the other maneuvers
for MCANL , could be explained by a difference in rotation
rate perception threshold between these participants. Instead,
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Fig. 8. Raw continuous MIR during three simulation trials.

participant 2 gave higher incongruence ratings than the other
two participants during maneuver BA for MCATRL . This could
possibly be explained by the ability of participant 2 to extract
the vehicle motion more accurately from the visuals than the
two other participants and therefor observing the incongruence
better. Another explanation could be the preference of errors
in one motion channel over another. Rotational errors might
have had a stronger influence on the perceived incongruence
of participant 1, whereas participant 2 was more focused on,
or had a preference for, accurate linear acceleration. As hu-
mans have different motion sensitivities and thresholds, but also
dissimilar higher level processes such as motion preferences,
expectations, and experiences, the observed rating differences
between participants are to be expected. However, an alpha of
0.855 for between-subject reliability indicates that, in general,
participants did agree on the occurrence and magnitude of the
PMI during the simulation. From these results it is concluded
that the method provides sufficient reliable measurements.

B. Validity

As mentioned in Section II-D2, the validity analysis is done
by comparing the offline and continuous MIR for each of the
nine simulation segments, as well as comparing the continuous
MIR to the physical motion mismatches shown in Fig. 7. For
this analysis, Fig. 9 is used, which shows the mean offline and
continuous MIR and their standard error during each segment.

For the correlation calculation between offline and contin-
uous MIR, the latter needs to be reduced to one variable.
Fig. 9 shows that, with the exceptions of the BA/MCATRL
and BCDA/MCANL cases, the offline MIR can be accurately
predicted by the maximum continuous MIR during that seg-
ment. To compare the offline and continuous MIR, the latter is
therefore “summarized” as the mean across all participants of
the maximum rating per participant per segment. As the set of
maximum ratings per segment for each participant has a smaller
variance and higher mean than the set of ORs per participant,
for the correlation calculation, both sets are standardized to have
zero mean and unit variance for each participant. Fig. 10 shows

Fig. 9. Mean values for offline and continuous MIR and their standard error
for each of the MCAs during maneuvers (a) CD, (b) BA, and (c) BCDA.

Fig. 10. Mean standardized rating per simulation segment for the two rating
methods.
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the means over all participants of 1) the standardized offline
MIR and 2) the standardized maximum continuous MIR per
segment.

The Pearson correlation coefficient between the standardized
mean OR and maximum CR is r = 0.86 (p < 0.01). This indi-
cates that there is a significant linear relationship between the
offline and continuous MIR, and it can therefore be reasonably
assumed that both methods measure the same PMI.

The time variations in the continuous MIR were hypothesized
to correlate with the induced physical motion mismatches illus-
trated in Fig. 7. The continuous MIR for maneuver CD, shown
in Fig. 9(a), clearly shows differences between the three MCAs.
The false cue generated by MCATRL , starting at around 37 s, is
clearly rated to induce the strongest motion incongruence. The
second strongest PMI can be related to the missing cue starting
at 11 s for the same MCA. The scaling error throughout the
turn caused by MCAscal is also clearly visible, but there is an
unexpected increase in rating toward the end of the turn. More
detailed analysis showed that this increase is visible in the rat-
ings of seven of the sixteen participants. Finally, the peaks seen
in the right graph in Fig. 9(a) can be related to the roll rate error
at the beginning and end of the turn for MCANL .

The ratings for maneuver BA, shown in Fig. 9(b), are overall
much lower than the ratings for maneuver CD. The main peaks
in the continuous MIR for this maneuver are found when using
MCANL , which causes large tilt rates at the onset of braking
and accelerating. At around 20 s, the continuous MIR seems to
approach zero, which can be attributed to the absence of any
vehicle or simulator motion during the full stop (see Fig. 7).
The continuous MIR for MCATRL does not approach zero as
observed for the other two MCAs and, in fact, shows a small
peak, which can be attributed to the missing high-frequency
motion cue at the end of the full stop. This peak, however, was
only visible in the ratings of six participants. Some participants
reported verbally that they did not rate this missing cue, even
though it did clearly increase the motion incongruence. They
reported waiting for the cue to arrive but, when realizing it would
not occur, felt it was too late to rate accordingly, which could
explain the difference between offline and maximum continuous
MIR for this maneuver.

Ratings for maneuver BCDA, shown in Fig. 9(c), are very
similar to the ratings for maneuver CD, which reveals that sim-
ilar physical motion mismatches indeed result in a very similar
continuous MIR, indicating consistent rating behavior. Again
the scaling error, missing/false cues and roll rate errors caused
by MCAScal, MCATRL , and MCANL , respectively, result in
increased continuous MIR. The main difference with the con-
tinuous MIR is seen for MCAscal: The increase in rating toward
the end of the turn that was visible in the CD maneuver is not
observed in the BCDA maneuver. Overall, the continuous MIR
can be visually correlated to the physical motion mismatches
during each simulation segment rather well, suggesting that the
CR method can indeed be used to measure the PMI.

C. Applicability

To show how the results of the novel measurement method
can be used, the simple model described in Section II-D3 is fit

TABLE I
ESTIMATED MODEL PARAMETERS

to the measured continuous MIR. Such models may lead to a
better insight into how the PMI results from physical motion
mismatches. Furthermore, the fitted motion mismatch weights
�W can be used in MCA optimization.

As explained in Section II-D3, we do not directly measure
the true PMI P (t), but rather the MIR R(t). The latter being
the output of the human response system RS, rather than the
output of the human perception system PS. For this reason, not
only a model of the perceptual system ˜PS, but also a model
of the human response system ˜RS needs to be fit. The model
parameters motion mismatch weight �W , filter window length N ,
and rating constant C are estimated by fitting the modeled ˜R(t)
to the mean measured continuous MIR over all participants.

When comparing the estimated mismatch weights �W , it
should be taken into account that the corresponding mismatches
did not have equal strength in the simulation trial. The motion
mismatches in longitudinal specific force, for example, were
mainly present during one third of the total simulation, i.e., dur-
ing the BA maneuver. For this reason, an additional parameter,
the influence factor I , is calculated to represent the percentage
of P̃ (t) caused by mismatches in a specific motion channel

Ii = 100 · Σ(|S̃veh i
(t) − S̃sim i

(t)|) ∗ Wi

ΣP̃ (t)
. (2)

Here, Ii is the influence factor, Wi the weight, S̃veh i
the vehicle

motion and S̃sim i
the simulator motion for the ith motion chan-

nel. The resulting estimated parameters and the influence factor
per motion channel are listed in Table I(a) and (b). Addition-
ally the average filter delay δavg, resulting from the fitted filter
window length N , is shown.

Fig. 11(a) shows the resulting modeled continuous MIR, as
well as the mean and standard error of the measured continu-
ous MIR averaged over all participants. Fig. 11(b) shows the
PMI components per motion channel: The absolute difference
between vehicle and simulator motion multiplied with the esti-
mated weight vector.

To determine the goodness of fit of the modeled PMI, the
coefficient of determination r2 [33] is calculated with

r2 =
Σ(R̃ − R̄)2

Σ(R − R̄)2 (3)

where R̄ is the mean R over all time steps. r2 was found to be
0.79, i.e., 79% of the variations in R(t) can be accounted for by
the model.

The lateral specific force and yaw rate motion channels had
the highest influence factors. Fig. 11 shows that the motion
mismatches in these channels only occurred during the curve
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Fig. 11. (a) Measured continuous MIR R(t), its standard error over all par-
ticipants, and the modeled continuous MIR R̃(t). (b) Modeled PMI P̃ (t) and
its components.

driving maneuvers CD and BCDA. As expected, the specific
force mismatches are the main contributor for the PMI when
using MCAscal and MCATRL , whereas the roll rate mismatches
are the main contributor for the clear peaks in PMI when using
MCANL . The PMI measured throughout the curve for all MCAs
is best modeled with the yaw rate mismatches.

During the BA maneuver, P̃ (t) is mainly based on the mo-
tion mismatches in the vertical specific force, caused by tilt-
coordination. It is surprising that the motion mismatches in the
longitudinal specific force did not influence P̃ (t) at all. The
pitch rotation rate had a very small influence on P̃ (t).

The perceptual system model ˜PS together with the estimated
weights �W from Table I(a) could now be used to minimize the
PMI for maneuvers and motion mismatches similar to those
used in this experiment, by implementing it as a cost function in
an MCA optimization algorithm. The estimated weights would
then replace tuned weights normally used in the cost function.
As the range of motion incongruence used in this experiment is
relatively small, compared to those that can possibly be present
during a vehicle simulation, the perception model ˜PS should
be further improved using additional experimental data, before
it can be used for a larger range of maneuvers and motion
mismatches.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Summary

The experiment analysis described in this paper shows that
the proposed CR method can indeed be used to obtain a valid
and reliable measure of time-varying PMI during vehicle mo-
tion simulation. Within- and between-subject reliability of the
continuous MIR was shown to be sufficiently high to assume
reliable measures. The validity of the measurement was investi-
gated by comparing the continuous MIR first to an offline MIR
generally used to measure overall PMI and second to the phys-
ical motion mismatches in six motion channels over time. A
significant correlation between the offline MIR and the maxi-
mum continuous MIR was found, indicating that the CR method
indeed results in a measure of the PMI similar to that measured
with the OR method. Also because the different physical motion
mismatches can be identified from the continuous MIR, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the continuous MIR is indeed a measure
for PMI. Finally, the applicability of the results from this method
was investigated by fitting a simple model, describing the for-
mation of PMI and the resulting continuous MIR from the SI
in a motion simulator, to the measured CR. This simple model
could already explain a large part of the measured continuous
MIR. Next to giving more insight into the importance of certain
motion mismatches on the formation of PMI; these estimated
weights for motion mismatches in six motion channels, specific
force and rotational velocity, can be used in the cost functions
for MCA optimization.

B. Specific Findings

Even though the current experiment was set up to validate the
measurement method, it also provided some interesting results
on motion cueing that require further discussion. The correlation
between the OR per segment and the CR seemed to depend on
the maximum, rather than the mean CR during a maneuver.
This finding is in accordance with the earlier findings on the
relation between overall and a CR of video quality [39], where
it is found that the OR can be best predicted from the CR by
the peak impairment. This finding should also be taken into
account when designing a cost function for MCA optimization,
where currently the overall motion incongruence is assumed to
be a summation of the motion incongruence over all time steps
of a certain maneuver [40] or the prediction horizon [41].

The correlation between the CRs and motion mismatches in
different motion channels showed that the false cues during
the curve driving maneuvers were rated with a higher motion
incongruence than the scaling and missing cues during these
maneuvers. This is in accordance with general knowledge on
false cues [4], but has now been measured directly for the first
time.

The missing cue in longitudinal specific force at the end of
the full stop in the “Braking, Accelerating” maneuver, unlike
the missing cues during the “Curve Driving” maneuver, was
not clearly rated as highly incongruent with the CR. The OR for
this segment, however, did show high overall incongruence. The
missing cue makes one feel like the car never came to a full stop,
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while the visuals do not show any vehicle motion anymore. The
timing of this cue is difficult to deduce from the visual motion,
but, from experience, participants do expect the cue to appear at
the end of the full stop. Because of this, some participants had
reported to be too late in rating this PMI during the CR, but said
they did take it into account during the OR. This could explain
the difference between offline and CR, which is an interesting
topic for further research. Depending on the application of the
measurement method, it can be useful to clearly instruct the
participants to rate any motion incongruence, even if their rating
is delayed. It is often more important to obtain the incongruence
rating than it is to avoid time delays, as the latter can be detected
and removed during the data analysis.

The “Braking, Accelerating” maneuver, was clearly rated to
be less incongruent for all MCAs than the curve driving maneu-
vers, even though the objective motion mismatch magnitude,
shown in Fig. 7, was similar. An explanation for this can be that
participants are less capable of perceiving longitudinal vehicle
acceleration, derived from the changes in velocity observed in
the simulator visuals, than they are at extracting vehicle yaw rate
from these visuals during curve driving due to differences in the
optic flow for these two degrees-of-freedom, as explained in
[42]. Less accuracy in the visually perceived vehicle motion re-
sults in a larger range of simulator motions still being perceived
as congruent.

A simple model, mapping SI to a MIR can already produce
a good fit, explaining 79% of measured mean CRs. The fit was
best for the curve driving maneuvers, where the model shows
that the rating was most likely caused by the lateral specific
force mismatches.

The peak in motion incongruence due to the false cues for
the curve driving maneuvers, when using an MCA that includes
tilt-rate limiting, is modeled to be much lower than the peak
that was measured with the CR, whereas the peaks related to the
missing cues are a much better fit. Both these peaks are caused
by motion mismatches in the same motion channel, i.e., lateral
specific force. As mentioned before, false cues are in general
perceived as more incongruent than missing cues, but with the
current implementation of the model this difference cannot be
emphasized. It is therefore advised for future work that the mo-
tion mismatches defined as false cues are assigned a different
weight than mismatches defined as missing cues. The fit for the
“Braking, Accelerating” maneuver is much less accurate than
for the curve driving maneuvers. A surprising finding is that
the longitudinal specific force and the pitch rate are modeled
to have, respectively, no and very little impact on the PMI. In-
stead, the motion mismatch in vertical specific force is modeled
as the main influence on PMI during this maneuver. The latter
mismatch exists due to tilt-coordination used in washout fil-
ters, where linear acceleration is simulated via the gravitational
vector by tilting the simulator cabin. The motion mismatch in
vertical specific force is thus related to the pitch angle. This
implies that instead of responding to the perceived pitch rate,
participants might have responded to the resulting pitch angle.
This is consistent with the results presented in [43], where it
was concluded that subjects relied strongly on mismatches in

attitude to determine the goodness of the motion cueing, at least
during the tested longitudinal acceleration maneuver.

The estimated weight of zero for longitudinal specific force
can be related to the aforementioned less accurate perception
of this motion from simulator visuals, leading to a large range
of simulator motions still being perceived to be congruent with
the visual motion. In [44], it is concluded that simulator jerk
has a large influence on perceived motion. In future work, it
is therefore advised to investigated if additional SIs, such as
rotational angle and linear jerk, would result in a better fit for
the “Braking, Accelerating” maneuver.

The human RS during the rating task was modeled as a mov-
ing average filter and an added constant offset. The estimated
window length for the filter resulted in an average delay of
1.45 s. This delay seems reasonable as it is in the same range
as delays found in previous research where a CR method was
applied: Winkler and Campos [45] report delays between 1.5
and 2 s, Eerola et al. [25] report delays between 0.5 and 0.7 s,
and Buchinger et al. [46] report delays between 0.9 and 1.2 s.
The constant offset should have accounted for the nonzero min-
imum mean rating, due to the spread between participants, at
points in the simulation where instead a minimum rating of
zero was expected. A minimum rating is expected, for example,
while the car is stopped and no simulator motion is present. The
nonzero minimum mean CRs found at these points in the sim-
ulation, however, are much lower than the estimated constant
offset. This could be an indication that the constant offset value
was not estimated correctly, or that the constant offset fulfills a
different role in the model than the role that was intended. Some
participants verbally reported that they rated the absence of road
rumble. It is possible that such ratings were accounted for in the
model by an inflated value of the constant offset. In future work,
it is therefore advised to include the absence of road rumble as
one of the motion mismatches in the perception system.

C. Method Considerations

This section gives a short overview of several aspects of the
rating method that should be taken in consideration when using
it to measure PMI.

1) Time resolution: The major advantage of this method is
that PMI is measured continuously over time, resulting in
much more information than the currently existing meth-
ods that only provide overall measurements for a certain
simulation trial. Even though the rating is continuous, it
cannot be assumed to be instantaneous. Due to processing
delays and filtering, which can also differ somewhat be-
tween participants, the time resolution of the mean MIR
is limited.

2) Passive driving: The main drawback of the presented
method is that it involves a passive driving simulation,
where participants are not asked to control the vehicle. In
[47], it is shown that, at least in some cases, perceptual
thresholds differ between passive and active driving tasks,
which can be an indication that PMI will also differ. The
perceptual thresholds, however, seem to increase, which
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could lead to less sensitivity to motion incongruence dur-
ing active driving. If this is the case, measuring PMI during
a passive rather than an active driving task might actually
lead to a more sensitive measurement. Another drawback
of passive driving simulations is that only the incongru-
ence between visual and inertial motion stimuli can be
measured. Perceived visual-inertial motion incongruence,
however, is not the only aspect of motion quality in a
simulator. Motion quality depends on both the congru-
ence between all motion stimuli, including stimuli such
as proprioceptive feedback from control devices during
active driving, and on how well these stimuli combined
represent the actual vehicle motion. For motions such as
the high-frequency vehicle motion at the end of a full stop
maneuver, which is not easily derived from visual infor-
mation, incongruence between the proprioceptive stimuli
during active driving and the inertial motion might be a
more important measure. This, however, cannot be mea-
sured with passive driving simulations. In [27], an exper-
iment is described where CRs are used to measure strain
during driving in both active and passive driving simu-
lations. Here, CRs were taken during a simulation while
performing an active driving task, followed by CR while
passively observing a repetition of this simulation. To in-
clude the effect of performing an active driving task on
PMI, it would be interesting to use a similar experiment
setup in future work.

3) Direct measurement: An advantage of the method is that it
provides direct measurements of perceived visual-inertial
motion incongruence rather than indirect measurements
such as control behavior or performance. Critical aspects
of motion cueing therefore can be more easily identified.

4) Memory workload: An advantage of the CR method as
compared to OR is that the memory workload is reduced,
as participants do not need to evaluate an entire trial and
compare it to another one. Instead the PMI is only com-
pared to the one instant of maximum incongruence that
is unchanged throughout the experiment. This decreased
memory workload also allows for rating of longer simula-
tion trials, as compared to OR. Longer rating trials in turn
might help participants reach a higher level of immersion
into the simulation.

5) Measurement scale: Another advantage of the method
is that it allows for measurements on an interval scale,
i.e., containing information about order as well as having
equal intervals, rather than an ordinal scale, i.e., only con-
taining information about order, such as the often used
the Cooper–Harper scale [48] or the paired comparison
method [49]. However, unlike the Cooper–Harper scale,
the scale in this study is derived from a specific experi-
ment, which has the drawback that comparison between
experiments is more difficult.

6) Participant engagement: A negative effect of passive driv-
ing simulations is that participants can lose concentra-
tion due to the lack of activity. In the CR method this is
much reduced by requesting participants to actively rate
throughout the simulation.

7) Realistic simulation: The experiment described in this
paper was deliberately set up to create very clear and
specific cueing errors, such that the method could be vali-
dated. For future work, it would be interesting to perform
an experiment using a more realistic environment by us-
ing a dedicated driving simulator and realistic visuals and
maneuvers.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a first experiment using a CR method to
measure time-varying PMI in a motion-based simulator. Results
show that participants with different backgrounds and expertise
in motion cueing and motion simulation are able to continu-
ously rate PMI during passive driving simulations in a consistent
manner. The correlation between retrospective offline and CR
methods suggests that both methods indeed measure the same
underlying variable, i.e., the PMI. This result is strengthened by
the similarities between the CR and the presented physical mis-
matches between vehicle and simulator motion. The CR could
therefore be used to determine the relative importance of short-
duration motion mismatches such as scaling errors, missing,
and false cues. A simple model, mapping a selected set of SIs
to the MIR, was fitted to the measured CR data. The estimated
model parameters showed the relative importance of each of the
selected SIs on the formation of PMI. Using this novel measure-
ment method more complex models can be designed, which can
significantly increase the knowledge on PMI and that can also
be used to further improve simulator motion cueing.
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